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Ver logu uz ābeļu dārzu

Un brīnumu istabā laid, 

Lai vasaras saulainā elpa 

Vēl smaržojot neizgaist.

/Agnese Līcīte/



Lily cultivation developed rapidly in the beginning of the 20th 

century.The royal lily found in Western China became a world 

sensation.

(L. regale) with large trumpet-like fragrant flowers, which 

spread rapidly in Europe and America. Around 1925 the royal 

lily (L. regale) appeared in Latvia and quickly gained 

popularity

latvian: lilija

english: lily



Classical, elegant, unusually beautiful, 

aristocratic, noble, amazing. Zantedean 

tubers are planted both in the garden 

and in flower pots. These flowers in 

many beautiful colors - yellow, orange, 

purple, even almost black.

latvian: kalla

english: Calla lily



These long-known from which twisted wreaths 

once adorned the heads of brides are evergreen 

shrubs (up to 5 m high) with tiny (3-5 cm) dark 

green hard leaves. Blooms on tiny white flowers. 

Indoors reaches up to 60 cm in height.

Origin: Europe, Africa.

latvian: mirte

english: myrtle



Roses are rose kin flowering genus. The number of 

varieties is more than 25 thousand. All roses are spring-

green shrubs with more or less stinging shoots. The natural 

range of roses is Eurasia and North America.

latvian: roze

english: rose



Carnations have been known for 2,000 years, and in ancient Greece 

and Rome they were called "God's flowers". The genus of carnation is 

large- about 300 species, extending wildly from Eurasia to Japan, with 

some species occurring in the African mountain slopes and the 

Himalayas. The most common wild carnations are found on the 

Mediterranean coast.

latvian: neļķe

english: carnation



In nature, gerberas 

grow in tropical areas 

of Africa and Asia.

They are plants of 

the genus Gerbera 

(Asteraceae). They 

were brought to 

Europe in 1878.

latvian: gerbera

english: gerbera



Their natural range is the 

temperate zone and 

subtropics of northeast 

Asia and Europe.

The name 

"chrysanthemum" comes 

from the Greek, which 

literally translates to 

"golden flower" (chrysos -

gold; anthemos - flower).

latvian: krizantēma

english: Chrysanthemum



Dahlia is a genus of herbivores. In older literature, dahlias are 

called georegines. The natural range of Dahlias is Mexico as 

well as other Central American countries.

latvian: dālija

english: dahlia



Gladiolus is derived from the Latin word 

gladius, which means 'sword'. Gladiolus 

have sword-like leaves. In distant antiquity, 

gladiolus was considered a symbol of 

struggle and victory because of its sword-

shaped leaves

latvian: gladiola

english: gladiolus



It is believed that in the 16th century they were brought to Latvia by 

German monks. In 1721, at the behest of Russian Tsar Peter I, the 

Imperial Garden (now the Garden of the Viesturd) was established, 

where peonies were also planted. In Europe and in the world, 

peonies have long been cultivated as healing, flavors and food 

plants.

latvian: peonijas

english: peonies



Lefkoja is a flowering plant often 

grown in gardens. Blooms- filled or 

clear, arranged in bunches. They 

come in a variety of colors and are 

particularly distinguished by their 

pleasant scent.

latvian: lefkojas

english: lefkoja



Flower tobacco is 

an annual, 60 - 150 

cm tall herbaceous 

plant. Flower 

tobacco brought to 

us from America.

It is a well-liked 

garden flower, 

richly blossomed 

with white and 

sacred flowers with 

a pleasant scent. 

There are varieties 

whose flowers 

close during the 

day but open in the 

evening and cloudy 

days.

latvian: puķu tabaka

english: flower tobacco



Everyone knows the common 

daisy, which is common in Europe 

and North America.

latvian: margrietiņas

english: daisies



These flowers are native to North 

America, from where they traveled to 

Europe in the 18th century. In America 

they were found in the wild - about 60 

subspecies.

latvian: flokši

english: flock



It is widely found in the wild in South and West North America, 

the Mediterranean and Africa. Widely imported into Europe, 

where lupines have gone wild. Often used as ornamental plants 

in gardens.

latvian: lupīna

english: lupine



latvian: maijrozīte

english: burnet Rose

A small (ga 0.7-2 m) shrub of rose 

family. A species found in western 

Europe and parts of Asia. Due to its 

decorative qualities it is very widely 

cultivated outside the main stream. It 

is often cultivated in Latvia.



These colorful flowering plants only grow wild in the Eastern 

Hemisphere. The name "tulip" comes from the Persian word 

‘’tolibon’’, which means turban.

latvian: tulpe

english: tulip



latvian: baltā sniegpulkstenīte

english: Snowdrop

The Latin name of the 

snowdrop is Galanthus 

nivalis, a snow-white 

snowdrop which is a 

small plant of the 

Amaryllis kin. 

It grows in several 

European countries and 

is included in their Red 

Lists or List of 

Threatened Plants, such 

as Poland, Slovakia, 

Hungary and Romania.



In presentation used:

• Indras Asnes

• Ilzes Bērziņas

• Ilgas Egles

• Anastasijas Fiļipovas

• Daigas Frīdbergas

• Initas Germovas

• Unas Isajevas

• Laumas Krastiņas

• Monikas Lielmežas 

• Līvijas Mukānes

photos from old and

not so old photo albums
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